Glass fibers covered with sol-gel glass as a new support for affinity chromatography columns: a review.
The search for mechanical supports for biochemically active compounds serving as immunochemical sensors has been the goal of many studies. A new compound in the form of gel fiberglass (GFG) membranes was recently developed as an example of such supports. In this review, these membranes were analyzed with respect to their use for cancer detection. The membranes are prepared from glass fibers covered with oxysilane to provide a sol-gel glass matrix. Derivatization of the support eliminates nonspecific adsorption. A thin layer of protein trapped in the gel glass during its preparation is deposited on the surface of a lattice of glass fibers. The major innovation of the membrane is its large area. External agents percolating through such a membrane contact a maximal number of molecules of the compounds trapped in the sol-gel glass. As a result, this membrane is highly effective. Each GFG column is built from a series of 20 to 30 membranes. The preparation of such columns is relatively simple, requiring only several hours. The capacity of GFG columns is high: the total amount of tumor-associated antigens (TAA) isolated by these columns from the blood of colon cancer patients reached 50% of the total protein and amounted to up to 9-12 mg/ml of serum. The main components of the isolated TAA were the soluble p66 and p51 proteins. A determination of their concentration by HPLC can be used for early cancer detection. Thus, the described method allows the easy and highly effective isolation of TAA and can be used for different goals, including cancer diagnosis. GFG supports have great potential for the isolation of various macromolecules utilizing specific ligands.